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In 1961 - Dr Arthur C Guyton discovered the "Dry State" that cells must be in to get
oxygen. He published the "Textbook of Medical Physiology," and he taught that the
blood is almost all water, and that the blood proteins come out of the blood stream with
the water to alter the "Dry State;" and he said that if the lymphatic system failed to
keep the blood proteins and excess water out that it could cause our death within
twenty-four hours," and that it could happen "in just a few hours."
Dr H S Mayerson of the Tulane Medical School in Louisiana taught Dr Guyton,
and In 1964 - Dr H S Mayerson tagged the Blood Proteins that are a part of the blood
stream with radio-active iodine to see how much passed from the blood stream [to
alter the "Dry State"] and produce lack of oxygen to cause disease and death!
He calculated that about one half the Blood Proteins escaped from the blood
stream every twenty-four hours; and that if the Lymphatic System did not retrieve
these Blood Proteins, he said, "it would spell swift catastrophe." He said, "We would
all bleed to death internally in a matter of hours."
In December, 1964 - Dr Mayerson's research was published by The American Medical
Association in "Today's Health," their official journal! At the same time, Readers
Digest published a condensed version of the same article called “Our Amazing “White
Blood Stream’”. Then almost two years later In 1966 - The Government and the Army brought all the Medical Doctors who studied
Lymphology from all over the world, (most of them being department heads of Medical
Schools and Universities), even from behind the iron curtain to meet with Dr Mayerson
at his home in New Orleans; and they started the ISL, (International Society of
Lymphology).
This blood protein research has disappeared out of the Medical journals and out
of the Medical spot light ever since - this being the last thing stated in the last
sentence of the last paragraph in the Dec. ‘64 article: “Thus, this great river of mystery
may well hold the key to dozens of disease riddles. That is why it is getting ever
increasing research attention. Inevitably, discoveries of vital importance to all will be
made”. Well, it’s been over four decades, so where are they? They are right here!
Read on...
In 1966 - Another major event took place when Dr Otto Warburg, who won the Nobel
Prize in 1931 and 1944 gave a lecture at the "Annual meeting of "Nobel Prize Win-

ners" at Lindeau, Germany. He stated that the prime cause of cancer was lack of
oxygen, and that cancer cells live on the fermentation of Glucose due to lack of
oxygen. The English version of this lecture was published in the United States by Dean
Burk of the National Cancer Institute, in Bethesda, Maryland.
In 1967 - Dr West had a spiritual epiphany (inspiration/revelation) leading him to go
back to school to become a doctor and teach people how to heal themselves. An
interesting thing about the timing is that it was right after the medical profession totally
dropped the ball, here Dr West picked it up so the work has always been moving
forward!
In 1974 - During the fifth year of teaching Chemistry, Dr C Samuel West got the "Dry
State Discovery" made by Dr Arthur C Guyton.
In 1976 - Dr West resigned from teaching chemistry to lecture and teach the Scientific
Research and Self-Help Techniques that will help conquer human suffering and death
by disease.
In 1978 - Dr West went to New Orleans to meet with Dr Mayerson who told him the
entire story; and Dr Mayerson agreed to help Dr West as much as he could, and to be
on his advisory board.
In 1979 - Dr Guyton and Dr West went to Florence Italy to the 7th International
Congress of Lymphology. Dr Guyton presented his "Dry State Discovery," and Dr
West was accepted as the 379th member of that Society.
In 1980 - Dr West wrote a 31 step equation to describe the "Dry State" where it is
impossible for people to have Cancer, Viral Infections, Bacterial Infections, Allergies,
or even aids, Arthritis, M.S., Polio, Cerebral Palsy, High Blood Pressure, or Heart
Disease.
In 1981 - Dr Raymond W. Bélanger, president of the ISL, invited Dr West to come to
Montreal, Canada, and present this 31 Step Equation at the 8th International Congress
of Lymphology.
In 1981 - Dr West presented all 31 Steps of the Equation at this Congress. The
equation was accepted, and members of the committee that Dr West presented this
equation to encouraged him to start the International Academy of Lymphology, the IAL,
and to help get this research to people.
In 1982 - Dr West says, "With God's help, the book, The Golden Seven Plus One,
which contained the 31 Step Equation and the "Dry State" was published;" and Dr
West founded the International Academy of Lymphology, to certify Lymphologists all
over the world to teach this research.
In 1983 - Dr West went to the 9th International Congress of Lymphology in Tel Aviv,
Israel where he gave two presentations. One was “HOW TRAPPED PLASMA
PROTEINS PRODUCE THE CONDITIONS THAT CAUSE HIGH BLOOD PRESSURE
AND HEART DISEASE;” and the second was “HOW TRAPPED PLASMA PROTEINS

PRODUCE THE CONDITIONS THAT CAUSE CANCER AND SPONTANEOUS
HUMAN COMBUSTION.”
At this Congress, some of the top medical doctors in the world agreed to be on
his advisory board. All Dr West asked these men to do was to tell anyone who
questioned them that the Trapped Blood Proteins cause disease and death. To this
they all agreed.
In 1993 - Stephen Ezra West - ‘Dr Ez’ (Ez short for Ezra), Dr C Samuel West’s son,
graduated from college. Ez was born on Father’s Day the 7th sibling, yet was the first
to graduate with a College degree. This is also when Ez undertook enhancing his
fathers life work and research with Clarity, and Clarity really began to take form. The
next 10 months were the most successful in all of Dr C Samuel West’s entire career,
thanks to the help of Ez.
They had become an amazing father and son team, which started with their radio
shows from coast to coast. Ez has been raised with all this research and aside from
his father, he began transcribing and re-working all materials his father had produced everything his father had ever said in any of his audios videos, and literature. He
studied Lymphology more closely than anyone else.
In 1994 - Power Stem Cell™ - Ez was inspired with this process after a horrific wave
runner accident the summer of ‘94, in order to re-attached his PCL (Posterior Cruciate
Ligament) in his left knee, which had been completely severed as he was t-boned
directly on the side of the left knee.
Ez is also the only one of Dr C Samuel West’s offspring who has developed 2nd
generation educational products and materials, which has continued since 1993.
At this time, between the summer of ‘93 and the summer of ‘94, part of the
success of helping people learn how to overcome all types of ailments was that Ez
began helping AIDS patients to “zero convert”, (meaning their doctors had detected
the antibodies, which are used to diagnose AIDS, but at least two patients had purified
themselves and became so clean that when they went back to get tested again, the
blood screening test couldn’t detect the antibodies anymore, and so they zero
converted.
Yet just after that, a University of Utah professor of Ez’s, who lectured to his Med
Lab class on AIDS, was curious to where Ez was getting his information from, as Ez
gave more insight on AIDS than anyone else in his class. So Ez waited until class was
over, not wanting too much attention from his other class mates, and Ez let her know
how he’d studied the Immune System and the Lymphatic System his whole life, thanks
to his father, etc., and then told her he’d actually helped “zero convert” two AIDS
patients already. She quickly stated, “Now I know you’re a fraud and a hoax, because
that’s absolutely impossible!” She then immediately turned around and walked away,
without asking what their names were, what their doctors names were, or anything
else.

But this was before the mainstream medical community thought or knew it was
actually possible to “zero convert” anyone. Since then, enough people have done it,
like Magic Johnson, yet no one’s made any big deal about it. Ez says that these two
guys can be a little tough to keep in touch with - that Alfredo hasn’t called in for years,
but Charles is still keeping in touch, although he’s moved back and forth all over the
country. Ez decided that his professor should have been learning from him and knew
if he was to progress, he would need to be learning from those who knew more. So In 1995 - Dr C Samuel West and Dr Ez went to the 15th International Congress of
Lymphology, in Brazil. Since Dr C Samuel West was asked to be Chairman over
presentations, which he had also been approved to present two more presentations,
Dr Ez who was a participant of that Congress, was actually the presenter, explaining
these two final presentations, “THE CAUSE OF AIDS, HOW THE HIV VIRUS KILLS
AND HOW TO STOP IT” and “HOW ENERGY FROM VARIOUS SOURCES CAN
ACTIVATE THE LYMPHATIC SYSTEM TO HEAL THE BODY”.
In 1997 - Some re-organizing in the IAL quickly took place, shortly after Dr C Samuel
West invited a partner to be “Executive Trustee”, who turned out to be a total fraud.
In 1997 - Pre-Natal Empowerment™ began with Dr Ez developing the Power Plant
Babies™ protocol.
In 1998 - Dr C Samuel West stepped out of his Exectutive Director position of the IAL
and asked Dr Ez to accept his Executive Director position in the IAL, which he did and
still holds the position today.
In 2000 - The IAL sort of imploded due to it’s Executive and most Senior Officers (one
new one in particular) not seeing eye to eye over some matters of fraud. Although Ez
took his fathers side, the State of Utah awarded the IAL DBA to the “other side”.
In 2002 - The State awarded the IAL DBA to Dr C Samuel West, after the “other side”
neglected to renew registration, although it was given a different file number. The
State said they recognized the new ‘Corporation Sole’ as a separate and different
organization than the original IAL.
In 2003 - 90% of the other organization left the “Fraud”.
In May 2004 - Dr C Samuel West had a very serious accident and head injury in a
federal court room, which led to stroke and paralysis in less than one week. He
always said, “If they ever get me in a hospital, they’ll kill me.” He died 13 September
2004.
In January 2005 - After many, many family counsels and mediation, due to several
issues, Dr Stephen Ezra West was counseled to form yet another separate
organization from the IAL, while maintaining his separate position of Executive Director
over the ‘Original IAL’. So a new, bolder name, Clarity University, was born to help
distinguish the new from the old, and Clarity University holds all the powers and keys
to perform everything the original organization ever has, and much more!

In May of 2007 - Dr Ez credits divine inspiration again as he was enlightened with a
process that enabled him to produce what he calls Instant Mass Healing™

Dr Ez has developed some of the most powerful processes for education,
empowerment and healing and will expand your intelligence on so many levels we
have not the space available to list them all here. He will amaze you with his in-depth
knowledge in areas of hidden treasures of science. Dr Ez has completed his goals for
building up the training systems to move this life changing work forward in a quantum
leap and is now willing to share all with you.
Now - the 31 Step Equation by Dr C Samuel West, the "Dry State Discovery" by Dr
Guyton, Dr Otto Warburg's discovery that cancer is caused by a lack of oxygen; and
the Blood Protein Research by Dr H S Mayerson that was published by the American
Medical Association in 1964, have been brought together in harmonious
synchronisation of understanding, order and Clarity; and the new “Applied Lymphology
Course” (a complete home study course) was organized and developed by Dr Stephen
Ezra West, out of his fathers original work, to teach people the scientific research and
Power Heal™ techniques that will help conquer human suffering and death by
disease.

NOTE: What brings the blood proteins out faster than the lymphatic system can
handle them?
The answer is: "Breaking the Mental, Nutritional or Physical Laws of Health, or
the "Pure Laws and Principles" that men must obey to truly prevent, remove and
eliminate pain, loss of energy and disease. We must establish peace in the process
and here’s why:
Death from shock is actually death from "Trapped Blood Proteins." This was
published in the Encyclopedia Americana in 1953, 1956 and 1960 under
"Hypoalbuminemia" (meaning low albumin in the blood). The albumin comes out of the
blood stream with the water to alter the "Dry State" so fast that shock can cause our
death within just a few hours, just like Dr Guyton, and Dr Mayerson said. After the
shock research was published in Encyclopedia Americana in 1953, 1956 and 1960, it
mysteriously disappeared! (They removed it from future publications.)
Stress is a mild form of shock!
With the knowledge of the Blood Protein Research, contained in the Applied
Lymphology Course, you can now learn how important it is for you and your loved
ones to live these laws. Let us show you how!
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